Annex to Gambling Policy Review Report

Comments from

Summary of comments

Action

Paul Hewitt, Local
Safeguarding
Children Board

I have read the draft policy and I am happy with what is
included in relation to the protection and safeguarding of
children. I have also checked it with other LSCB key No action required
members. Please record that the LSCB has been consulted
and is satisfied with the draft policy.

Eileen Kingham,
Marketing Director,
GamCare

Welcomes paragraphs relating to self exclusion, self barring
and the provision of leaflets/posters/information within
licensed premises and also staff awareness and training in No action required
relation to responsible gambling. Suggestions relating to more
training and distributing of more posters and leaflets.

Cllr Judith Cooper

With the vast amount of primary legislation, the list
Suggests we add a note to para. 3.3 indicating the main key
could be endless. Consequently, the working party
statutory regimes that would provide cover in relation to the
felt this would be un-necessary as each application
duplication of other LA functions.
will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

Holly Robarts,
Racecourse Assc.

Advised that the Assc. do not have any premises in our
borough and would therefore not be commenting on our No action required
policy.
-

Rita King, British
Beer & Pub Assc.

-

BBPA are concerned about the relevance of para. 5.30 in
relation to children on licensed premises and see no need
for it to be addressed in a Gambling policy. They suggest
this part is deleted.
They support the approach outlined in para. 5.36 in
relation to the determination of permit applications.
They support our proposal to delete the paragraph
relating to the submission of plans with permit
applications.

After discussion the working party agreed to
implement the changes proposed by the BBPA. It
was also agreed to remove a similar sentence in
para. 5.43

